
Designed by programmers, 
for programmers.

Metadata-driven clinical trial 
reporting application
Improve efficiency, standards, 
quality, traceability, and oversight



Metalytics unlocks the potential of 
metadata-generated automation for 
clinical trial analytics. 

Metalytics is a clinical reporting application that improves efficiency and accuracy 
for all programming tasks, ensures oversight of resources and workflows, supports 
traceability, and enables standards management.

By incorporating the common reporting characteristics of many clinical trials into 
efficient macros and standard programs, Metalytics saves valuable programming 
time and reduces manual errors.

Central data repositories and metadata-generated automation offer significant 
potential for pharmaceutical sponsors and CROs looking to increase efficiency in 
clinical analytics and accelerate drug development.
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Metalytics empowers managers and 
programmers with the tools to overcome 
technical challenges and workflow bottlenecks.

Benefits of Metalytics
Reduce direct programming time by up to 40%.

Reconfigure resource requirements without impacting on quality.

Improve customer retention through better oversight over multinational resources 
and increased quality.

Maintain full traceability, ensuring programming integrity and full regulatory 
compliance.

Eliminate time-consuming administration tasks, including validation documentation, 
reviewing, and reporting project status back to clients.

Increase job satisfaction for your team with an intuitive easy to use system created 
by programmers for programmers. 

Multi-purpose use of results database, allowing single analysis to be used for 
everything from CSR to publications, regulatory responses, and interactive 
presentations.

Traceability and Usability
An automatic report details the steps taken for every output, from the macro name 
to the dataset and variable names used. Everything produced can be found and 
reused- vastly improving efficiency in a global programming workforce. All programs 
are version controlled, and who did what, when, on which data and with which 
program is automatically documented in a validation log. 

Environment
Programming in the native environment allows programmers to benefit from all the 
advances within the SAS environment.

Standards
Project leads can easily implement and manage standards while programmers use 
metadata to ensure consistency across studies.

Oversight
Metalytics enables project leads to oversee the project's status, review changes over 
time and assign tasks. Programmers have clear visibility over their own activities and 
those of colleagues and team members.



Shafi Consultancy is a specialist CRO and application development organisation with 
decades of experience in creating innovative and efficient clinical trial reporting 
solutions for the pharmaceutical industry. Our client base includes a diverse range of 
pharmaceutical and CRO companies working across all drug development phases. 
Our highly trained programmers are prepared to hit the ground running on complex 
tasks and ensure high-quality deliverables.

To learn more about how Metalytics can help take your
clinical trial reporting to the next level, please visit

our website at www.shaficonsultancy.com/metalytics 

To arrange a demo for your organisation, get in touch
at info@shaficonsultancy.com
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